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Where does Neal Boortz get all that WONDERFUL material for his show? Well ... here's one secret.

And here's another......

George Will awards the Olympic Gold Medal to Barack Obama ... for narcissism.

An Arab plot against the dollar? More change you can believe in, right?

Here's the "well duhhhhh" column of the day. " Obama Doesn't Seem Ready to Lead."

Apparently Barack Obama was angry with General McChrystal after his speech in London last week about the
state of the war in Afghanistan. Yep. The truth hurts, Obama.

Looks like Obama is not going to meet his goal for closing Guantanamo. Gotta find someone to blame now,
right?

Calling the Senate healthcare bill the "kill granny" bill may be a bit much, but if you are a senior citizen, take a
look at what the Democrats have in store for your Medicare.

At least you can say one thing about this healthcare debate ... more people finally seem to be paying attention.
Eh, I doubt it will last long.

Did you know that the federal government is now a major owner of more than 600 US financial institutions and
banks, as well as two auto makers, an international insurance conglomerate, and numerous other businesses?

Russia has confirmed that it WILL be helping Iran enrich uranium.

The United Nations has determined that Norway is the best place in the world to live.

An MSNBC host says that Republicans don't care if half the country dies, so long as they "take down Obama." I
wouldn't expect anything less from a member of the lamestream media.

Who said this? "We can't just say everybody can go everyplace and do anything they want."

Kevin Hassett has a great column about this political fallacy that the government is going to create all of these
"green jobs" and save our economy.

Hey Mr. President! Remember when you ran for office promising an administration of transparency?

The EPA under the Obama administration is giving an ultimatum to businesses: Support the Kerry-Obama
climate tax agenda--or we'll punish your utilities and consumers without your vote. How about $500,000 of your
tax dollars to "conduct a special resource study to evaluate ways of protecting and interpreting sites related to
the civil rights movement in the United States."

Our Health and Human Services Secretary says that everyone can opt out of having an electronic health record
included in the federally mandated national electronic-health-record system.

What industry is the SEIU Purple Army after next?
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Jamie Dupree's Blog

If you enjoy Neal's daily chat with Jamie Dupree, you'll love Jamie's Blog! Check it out for analysis of the
campaigns and goings on in Washington D.C.

Cristina Gonzalez and Laura Nunemaker assist in the daily preparation of Nealz Nuze!

Add your comment

Avg. rating: N/A

What others are saying
Add green jobs? at what cost?

A few months ago a study was conducted on Spain's green job movement. Recall that Spain has been on the
forefront of this mindless movement since 2000, so much so, that our braindead leaders in the USA were going
to use them as a model for us to follow. Well, what have been the results in Spain since 2000??? These were the
key points I recall without going back and reading the study:

- for every green job created, 2.2 pricate sector jobs lost. That means, you create for green jobs, you lose 9
private sector jobs

- 90% of the green jobs created were only temporary jobs. So, you lose twice as many permanent private sector
jobs to create one temp green job! Great ratio!!

- this green job crap hindered Spain's ability to react to the financial crisis

- energy costs skyrocketed for consumers

- I think it costs something like 600,000 Euros for each green job created!!!!!

This is the plan OBozo wants! LOL! He would've been better off with his original energy plan of "Inflate your
tires".

The big questions is: how hard does one have to work to be this stupid? Being this stupid can't come natural.

By Club-a-Liberal @ 10/06/09 10:21:17 AMreport abuse

They hate him so much they didn't mention him

I listened to the video of the cheers that Chicago lost the Olympics. It's odd that they failed to mention that the
big O didn't get the Olympics.

I guess they knew how racist they were and didn't want to admit that having the Olympics here because of a
'black man' was distressing.

Oh wait, the only group that consistantly mentions his skin tone is the left.

By Don B-W @ 10/06/09 10:16:57 AMreport abuse

Lost listeners??

hmmm...
I must admit I have been tempted to stomp my foot and cry at some things you've said Neal, but I took into
consideration that I do agree with 95% of what you say...so I bite my tongue and continue to listen. :)

By Aedyn . @ 10/06/09 10:13:54 AMreport abuse

Norway is the Best Place!

If it's the best place to live, then by extension it is the best place for United Nations headquarters! I have no
objection to my tax dollars being used to relocate everything and everyone in the U.N. buildling to Norway.
Heck, I'll even make a personal donation!

By Aunt Nee Nee @ 10/06/09 10:13:38 AMreport abuse

Gov't ownership

Was it the gov't that stepped in and forced the bail out? um, think not.
Who paid for those lobbyists the government?

Capitalism finally failed. The system couldn't suffer the abuse.
The government bails the banking industry out and capitalism and now they are bastards for doing it?

Sounds about right to me after we bailed the banks out, the banks proceeded to rip a new A hole into everyone
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they could. Makes sense doesnt it?

Ahh greed, nothing is ever enough.

By Mike @ 10/06/09 10:05:22 AMreport abuse

transparency

is not an option when his favorite color is opaque.

By Aedyn . @ 10/06/09 10:02:20 AMreport abuse

3

Sounds more like you are taking your marching orders from MSNBC. What else would you expect them to say?

The progressives are guilty of trying to destroy our republic.

As far as being against what they are trying to do, you have to include Pelosi & Company in that group BUT OH
NO that wouldn't fit into your "they must be racist" brain cell.

We just want government to stay out of our lives, quit interferring in business so we can start growing real jobs,
protect our border, and have a little pride in our nation instead of apologizing all over the world.

That's it! If you can't understand that, not asking you to agree, just understand that the above are the reasons
we are against what is coming out of Washington, not just from Obama but from Congress as well, then you
just refuse to acknowledge that we have legitimate concerns and you are playing the "game" of race.

By Joyce M/Blythe @ 10/06/09 09:58:54 AMreport abuse

‘Take Down Obama’

you could see it here on this website after the Olympics were denied for chicago. and i won't get into the
comments about health care.

i agree with some and disagree with others. but your labeling the lamestream media as wrong is also wrong.

you must think we are so dumb that we can't even remember what we read yesterday.

why didn't you do this?

Democratic strategist James Carville was hoping for President Bush to fail, telling a group of Washington
reporters: "I certainly hope he doesn't succeed."

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/03/11/carville-wanted-bush-fail/

http://patterico.com/files/2009/03/poll-should-bush-succeed.jpg

but of you don't want portray the republicans doing the same things as democrats, do you?

By tshirt-doctor.com @ 10/06/09 09:55:05 AMreport abuse

3mbw

Its too easy to blame someone else for your party's complete incompetence. Your idiots have complete control
of both the house and senate, Because you have a president who cannot do anything constructive without a
telepromptor its the fault of everyone laughing at this sad display of government.

Where 3mbw and the rest of his ilk fail to remember their endless slobbering rants against GWB and how the
leftist media endlessly trashed him, NOW with the democrats heading for implosion its just like anything else
they represent its always some one elses fault.
SEMPER FI

By Greg @ 10/06/09 09:52:59 AMreport abuse

Fatal Hymn of the Republic

Sung to Tune Battle Hymn of the Republic (needs a little work lol)

Fatal Hymn of the Republic

In the shadow of a Mosque Barak was born across the sea - He learned the love of communism at his Father's
knee- He wants to give to others and take from you and me - His agenda marches on
CHORUS -Oh Barak Hussein Obama - Oh Barak Hussein Obama - Oh Barak Hussein Obama -His agenda
marches on-
Since he became President he has a brand new hobby - He wants to redistribute like his hero Mugawbe - He
looks around in wonder at all that he can fool- as he tries to turn the country into a huge cesspool. His agenda
marches on - CHORUS
To wonder why he gets no blame is really not so hard - He either puts the blame on Bush or plays the race
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card-
He seems to think apologizing is the best new thing -He doesn't even see a problem bowing to the Saudi King -
His agenda marches on - CHORUS- With the tinhorn dictators he has learned how to trump -all he has to do is
give them the knuckle bump - Then he goes on TV and gives a little speech- He makes a lot of promises that
are totally out of reach - His agenda marches on-
CHORUS
He tells the Afghan General's that they will have to wait - He has to take Michelle on a romantic date. Its really
more important to make the Olympic bid -It shows he knows what matters more than Bush ever did - His
agenda marches on - CHORUS

By Stowe2 @ 10/06/09 09:50:57 AMreport abuse

@3bmw

"Republicans don't care if half the country dies, so long as they take down Obama"

Whatever. Sounds like the child that screams "You hate me!" to his parents when they say something he
doesn't like. I'm over the guilt trip bs. Spare me.

By Twistedsaint @ 10/06/09 09:40:35 AMreport abuse

Health Database

I'm confused. Why are women who have abortions so concerned about those abortions being a part of a national
electronic health database? Why are liberal politicians who are so committed to protecting the right to abort
babies so concerned that this act be kept a secret? If there is truly nothing morally wrong with abortion, why
the need for secrecy? Aren't people usually only concerned with secrecy for actions they are ASHAMED of?????

By DG in GA @ 10/06/09 09:34:35 AMreport abuse

Guantanamo

Not surprising that PrezBo is throwing yet another person under the bus for his stupid decisions. But if
Feinstein, Harkin and Clinton are so sure that the majority of the prisoners at Guantanamo are innocent
detainees, why don't they just split them up and move 1/3 to San Francisco, 1/3 to Des Moines and 1/3 to
Chappaqua?

By DG in GA @ 10/06/09 09:24:05 AMreport abuse

Electronic Medical Record

If you choose not to have an EMR, everything will cost you more so it is to your economic advantage to comply.

If you comply, we will give you a break but you don't have to comply - it is an option.

If your doctor does not want to play, we will charge him more too and then he will pass the extra cost to you.

Two of the exact same procedures will cost two different amounts depending on your level of cooperation.

It reminds me of the trend in hiring practices.

We will give you more money, incentives, tax breaks and special consideration if you hire more minorities and
especially minority females.

It is based on the percentage of employees and ethnicity. Bigger percentage of minorities translates to less cost
for you.

Every job application now asks for voluntary submission of this information.

They want to know if you are a diversity candidate.

Why, when voluntarily asking the ethnicity question is Hispanic always the first choice? H comes before W
perhaps...

If you don't answer appropriately, your application process stops - at least in our HR department. They don't
want the grief of having the wrong numbers or percentages.

By EMR Expert @ 10/06/09 09:13:22 AMreport abuse

Taking down Obama

As long as people believe that talk show hosts, whether liberal or conservative, are anything other than
entertainers and commentators we will continue to have idiotic statements such as this to contend with. The
right pays as much attention to Rush's statements as the left does to the Daily Kos. One of the lefts favorite
mantra's is "Rush is Fox News". Those that believe this either do not understand the difference between news
and commentary or else they have never watched the Fox News Channel.

By gfb @ 10/06/09 09:09:26 AMreport abuse

Gen McChrystal & B. Hussein Osamabama

As General McChrystal was protecting the interests of the United States of America and that of our brave
soldiers, Obama was protecting the interests of the jihadists at Guantanamo.
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Typical.

McChrystal or Petraeus would both be strong candidates, minimum for the VP slot, if they publically resign their
commission and slam Hussein Osamabama for his indifference to American lives.

By $mooth Operator @ 10/06/09 09:07:59 AMreport abuse

marching orders

3m, turn off the strobe light and pay attention.
The only ones who've demonstrated that they are influenced by ANY media bias are liberals and slack-jaws.
I give you Exhibit A. The Office of the President of the United States, held by barack hussein obama.

And as far as taking down obama, he's doing a magnificent job of that on his own - he doesn't need us.

By shuttin down @ 10/06/09 09:05:47 AMreport abuse

What's MSNBC?

Is that a mental disease of some sort ?

By ACE @ 10/06/09 08:49:14 AMreport abuse

Olympic Narcissism

Too funny! Also sadly true. When I read the transcript I'm pretty sure I threw up in my mouth a little.

He sounds like Julius Caesar accepting the vote of GodHood by the Roman Senate ever so unwillingly...after he
threatened them with proscription and death if they didn't. Of course, the afterparty was something else wasn't
it?

What a douchebag we have for a president

By ChristyACB @ 10/06/09 08:43:11 AMreport abuse

Taking down Obama

"An MSNBC host says that Republicans don't care if half the country dies, so long as they "take down Obama.""

The conservatives proved conclusivly last week that they don't care about anything or anyone except their
vendetta of hate against Obama. As long as Republicans take their marching orders from these conservative
talk show hosts, then the entire party stands guilty as well.

By 3mbw @ 10/06/09 08:42:03 AMreport abuse

Re: "We can't just say everybody can go everyplace and do anything they want."

Does that sound “Liberal” to anybody?

By ACE @ 10/06/09 08:24:54 AMreport abuse

Re: Where does Neal Boortz get all that WONDERFUL material for his show? Well ... here's one secret.

Neal, giving away your secrets on where you find information instead of requiring us to frequent your website?

Ahh HAH!, j'accuse! You care more about people being INFORMED, Rather than making money. :-)

By ACE @ 10/06/09 08:07:03 AMreport abuse
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